
TV IS THE LEADING CAUSE OF VIOLENCE ESSAY

Of course Tv causes this! People obviously get violence from TV. When I was little society was simpler, but now my little
brother is hitting and cursing at the age.

This correlation has been studied extensively in the scientific community in an attempt to discover whether
media violence does negatively impact children but there has yet to be a consensus Throughout the years of
evolution and invention violence has become the most progressive thing in our society. Every day in the news
we see reports about shootings, wars, thefts, drugs, rapes, and deaths, and that is basically the definition of
violence. Viewers seldom confuse film violence with real life, according to the defenders of film violence who
thus hold that cinema cannot be responsible for violence in society. While women are often seen as innocent,
fragile, and vulnerable. During this time, murder rates in low-income areas, the primary location of production
and consumption, more than doubled, due to the effects of the drug as well as the flow of illegal money
through the community Butterfield Initially, the major cause of bullying was traditional, in which the victims
were attacked directly most preferably by people they knew or by strangers they met Law and order have
never before seemed in such a precarious position as they are at present. Most parents see there is nothing
wrong with children enjoying video games in their free time Television itself has an impact on everyone. The
violence committed against women is becoming worse. The thing that our world seems to be the most
attracted to is violence. Where do males learn from these Television is most of the time amusement and
entertainment for many young people, especially children. After repeated viewing their child began reciting
their ABC's from memory. Violence has been an issue hundreds years ago When youth observes daily
occurrences of violence, why society is so violent should not be the question, but how society can decrease
youth violence should be what is scrutinize. In the home or any place we call home, gender violence is called
domestic violence, intimate partner violence or spousal abuse. Violence in real life is dreaded and condemned
by every same person. Some research shows that violence in the media can be linked to aggressive behavior in
children. Although these are occurrences in everyday life, things adults have grown accustomed to hearing
about, children do not have the maturity level to deal with these tragedies appropriately. Should the media be
more conservative when it comes to violence for the sake of better upbringing? Television can be a powerful
influence on the development of values, character formation and the behavior of people. From young age
American children tend to follow their parents as their first contact with them in their good actions whenever
they see one. The majority of the cases on gender violence are dominantly defined by male aggressors. The
individual American is exposed to , advertisements in a day, where Hollywood films portray violence as
entertainment and fun, films where bullies and gangs stand out as role models, on the other hand, Hollywood
is the main reason kids think, violence is cool and fun. In the past two decades, there has been a significant
increase in violent behavior in the United States Merino  The only difference is when children watch negative
behavior, it is that negativity that they learn and mimic. Violence has become a high demand by the viewers.
You violence is an old problem that is frequently an issue over which there is much debate Several studies
display that video games with violent content are related to more hostile behavior in teens Often it has been
viewed as being extremely detrimental to society, and because of this, it is often referred to as the "Boob-tube"
or the "Idiot-box". Bodies are found far away from the cities were nobody can find them. Several months later,
NBC televised Born Innocent, a made-for-television- movie, which showed the sexual violation of a young
girl with a broom handle. Television is the leading cause of violence in today's society Many times we
wondered if television is helping the increase in violence especially in the young people, but is this the only
and the main problem? That is an average of two gamers in each game-playing U. Most people believe
domestic violence is associated with gender. However, vicious video games have been blamed for school
shootings, growths in bullying, and violence concerning women. So what makes television so detrimental?


